Integrated Health Model Initiative (IHMI) 
Introduction

A collaborative health data initiative that will unleash a new era of better, more effective patient care
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A Common Data Model Solution

• Created for and available to all stakeholders at no cost, sustained by paid resources, and incorporates expert input

• A medical information model and master coding system that:
  • Integrates existing code sets;
  • Adds function, state, patient goals, descriptors and other critical data elements;
  • Organizes data in a shared context;
  • Supports expression of wellness and population health;
  • Enables semantically interoperable technical solutions and care models; and
  • Evolves based on real world use and feedback.
Inform, Share and Learn Together

Continuous Learning

COLLABORATIVE PLATFORM
Focus on costly & burdensome areas

CLINICAL REVIEW
Evaluate clinical applicability of submitted content

MODEL SPECIFICATION
Encode in a common data model

Feedback Loops

Build communities & expertise
Identify best science & practices
Specify data elements & relationships
Validate with peer review panel
Configure model & reference value set
Distribute model & collect usage data
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